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technology booksQ: Getting BIRT to run an SQL file from a database connection in Eclipse I am trying to have BIRT create a

spreadsheet in my database. It works fine when I have it create the spreadsheet in a file in a particular folder, but I would like it
to save the file to my database instead. I've created a "New..." database, and this is my connection string:

"jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:orcl" This connects to the database without a problem, as I can query the database and get the
results. I then create a DataSourceQuery to get the table I want to make the spreadsheet from, and then I write out the SQL
query to generate the spreadsheet. It looks like this: SELECT * FROM ADDRESSES I know there are other pieces to the

puzzle, but I've tried writing the whole thing with this connection string, and it doesn't work. I'm getting no error, but it doesn't
work. The question is: what do I need to change to get BIRT to run this SQL file? A: The question is: what do I need to change

to get BIRT to run this SQL file? I'd suggest that the root of the problem is the fact that you're not linking your query to any
table. A query consists of a query name (select, group by, etc) and a data source query (or no data source query if it's a join or

union). So your query would be something like select * from your_table and you'd connect to your data source using the
connection string mentioned in the question. The point is that you should only need a query name and it would be a good idea to
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Headlines The OECS Network (Organization of Eastern Caribbean States) and the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) are
pleased to announce the winners of this year's CTV Challenge. The inaugural Caribbean Television Challenge, kicked off in
2014, celebrated the fact that the Caribbean is now fully equipped with TV production capabilities. There is a lot of talent

across the Caribbean who are determined to showcase their talents to the wider world. This year's CTV Awards presented at the
Tiara Resort and Casino in Saint Lucia in July saw some new categories introduced. Whilst the winning programmes were

announced at the Awards event, the videos are now available on the CTV Awards page for your viewing pleasure and can be
shared across the globe via social media.The advent of electronic communication devices has led to the development of various
services that allow users to wirelessly communicate between such devices. For example, when a user wishes to contact another

user (or a computer system coupled to the wireless network, which may act as a “back-end” to the wireless network), a
communication is typically setup, and 595f342e71
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